




Tobias Reymond Fotografie

Tobias Reymond Fotografie is well known for it’s creative and innovative approach in food and product 
photography.  
With a definitive specialisation in packaging photography, we partnered with many A-brands and  
retailers to bring their products to live.
We can accommodate larger productions, monitoring consistent quality over time through a team of 
highly equipped professionals and a thorough workflow.

Our kitchen offers +11mtrs. of workspace for our food stylists, and is placed next to the the set to  
facilitate optimal exchange of ideas.

Clients are welcome to work at our studio through our wireless network, while having the possibility  
of monitoring the work in progress.

Located centrally between Amsterdam and Utrecht, you’ll benefit from little traffic and free parking.  
The adjacent garden and woods offer a relaxing surrounding, optimal for being productive.





Colorbump™  innovative styling

Background

With over 25 years of collecting props, we have offered a wide variety in tableware, linen and cutlery. 
Cutting boards, casseroles, frying pans, glasswork and so on…Hundreds and hundreds of different 
items populate our storage facilities. Ranging from stylish white, to rural forms and decorations. 
Even handmade in our ceramic workshop!

Through an in-house innovation project we have realized a breakthrough-technology to realistically 
change the property of existing tableware. Take style periods, material knowledge, 1210º C, art, light, 
food, and a good pinch of virtual possibilities, mix well, and there you are:

With Colorbump™ a whole new array of possibilities in creating custom tableware has emerged.

Colorbump™ offers the following:

- change surface and texture of existing tableware, be it earthenware, stoneware, or porcelain
- apply glazes, from simple to salt, slip, celadon and oriental
- add decorations, ranging from goldluster, faience to majolica
- personalize featured tableware in your packaging with custom logo’s or branding
- extend possibilities in segmentation, just change the appearance of an item in a myriad of ways
- stand out with tailor-made unique tableware
- re-use of existing designs, just by swapping plates, cups and bowls, keeping it’s original contents
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